Intrinsic defects play an important role in determining and modifying the properties of two-dimensional (2D) materials, and have been studied extensively in graphene [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Defects in atomically thin 2D semiconductors, on the other hand, have been explored to a lesser extent, but are expected to substantially modify 2D material properties. 2D transition metal dichalcogenide (2D-TMD) semiconductors are particularly interesting since they exhibit direct bandgaps in the visible range [6] [7] [8] , 3 high charge-carrier mobility 9, 10 , extraordinarily enhanced light-matter interactions [11] [12] [13] [14] and potential applications in novel optoelectronic devices 15, 16 . Individual atomic scale defects in 2D-TMDs have been predicted to modify charge transport 17 or introduce ferromagnetism 18 , while one dimensional (1D) defects such as grain boundaries and edges may alter electronic 19 and optical properties 19, 20 , and introduce magnetic 21 and catalytic 22, 23 functionality. Controlled incorporation of defects, or "defect engineering", in 2D semiconductors may allow tailoring of material properties for diverse applications.
Here we report the direct observation of one-dimensional charge density waves (CDWs) at mirror twin boundaries in monolayer MoSe 2 , a 2D-TMD semiconductor. A 1D CDW is a macroscopic quantum state, where atoms in a 1D metallic system relax and break translational symmetry to reduce electronic energy by opening a small bandgap at the Fermi energy and modulating the charge density at the periodicity of the lattice distortion 24, 25 . While CDW order has been observed in 2D-TMD metals such as NbSe 2 and TiSe 2 at low temperature 26, 27 , CDWs have not previously been associated with 2D-TMD semiconductors.
Most studies of one-dimensional charge density waves have been performed on ensembles of CDWs in conducting polymers, quasi one-dimensional metals or self-assembled atomic chains adsorbed on semiconducting surfaces, where inter-CDW coupling can significantly impact CDW properties [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . .
We used low temperature (4.5K) scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) to detect the bandgap of a CDW along mirror twin boundaries in single-layer MoSe 2 and to spatially map the modulation of the charge density. We determined the atomic structure of the MTB with parallel highresolution non-contact atomic force microscopy imaging. Based on this MTB structure model, we investigated the electronic structure by first principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations. . The apparent height of the features strongly depends on the bias applied between tip and sample, implying that the STM contrast originates mainly from the locally modified electronic structure rather than a protruding topographic feature. High-resolution images of the boundary show that the contrast is modulated along the defect line (Fig. 1b) . The modulation period is ~1 nm, approximately three unit cells of MoSe 2 .
This modulation has previously been attributed to a superlattice potential induced by the nearly commensurate 3 x 3 moiré pattern that forms when a monolayer of MoSe 2 is atomically aligned with the graphite substrate 36 . We are able to rule out this explanation because the periodicity along the boundary remained constant (~1 nm) for different TMD-graphene registries and associated moiré pattern periodicities (Supplementary).
We mapped the local density of states (LDOS) using STM dI/dV spectroscopy to understand the MTB contrast. The inset of Fig. 1c shows a dI/dV spectrum measured on pristine monolayer MoSe 2 away from the MTB, showing an electronic bandgap of 2.18 eV in good agreement with previous measurements 14 .
In contrast, dI/dV spectra acquired on the MTB show numerous features within the semiconducting bandgap (Fig. 1c) . A high-resolution view of this spectrum around the Fermi level ( To investigate the nature of the MTB bandgap, we studied the spatial distribution of the electronic band edge states ( -and  + in Fig. 2a ) by measuring constant-height dI/dV conductance maps. Fig. 2b shows representative dI/dV maps of the edge states below ( -) and above ( + ) the gap characterized by a strong modulation with a periodicity of ~1nm. Fig. 2c also shows that the occupied (blue) and unoccupied (red) state modulations are spatially out of phase with nearly constant amplitude along the MTB. We can exclude drift-related artifacts between the two conductance maps because they were obtained simultaneously by recording the forward and backward scan lines at the two different biases.
While high-resolution STM images reveal the atomic structure of the MoSe 2 layer away from the domain boundary (Fig. 3a) , the significant electronic contribution to the STM contrast near the line defect (Fig. 3b) makes it impossible to determine the MTB atomic structure. Therefore, we performed non-contact atomic force microscopy (nc-AFM) using CO-functionalized tips 40 for enhanced spatial resolution. Since nc-AFM frequency shifts are not affected by the electronic structure near the Fermi energy, we were able to obtain atomically resolved images of the MTB. Fig. 3d) , forming a mirror twin boundary [33] [34] [35] [36] 38 . All of the MTB structures in our samples are identical.
Due to the finite length of the MTBs, the observed modulations in their intensity have been discussed in terms of quantum well states 36 . This cannot explain the LDOS features we observed (Fig. 2b) , since MTBs as long as 30 nm
show uniform LDOS modulation, whereas the modulation amplitude should decay away from the ends of the MTB in the case of quantum confinement. We believe that our results are best explained by the presence of a charge density wave since a) we observe a bandgap in an otherwise metallic electronic structure, b) the edge states' periodicity is nearly three times the lattice constant, and c) occupied and unoccupied states are spatially out of phase. In order to test this hypothesis we investigated the electronic structure of the MTB by means of DFT calculations.
Starting with the measured atomic structure of the MTB, we computed the electronic structure using DFT employing the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional 42 . Using one unit cell along the MTB (grey area in Fig. 4a ), consistent with those used in prior work in both MoSe 2 33 and MoS 2 34,38 , the MTB gives rise to a metallic band that crosses the Fermi energy at about 1/3 of the way along the Γ-X direction of the Brillouin zone (Supplementary). This band is absent in pristine monolayer MoSe 2 . We studied the effect of the spin-orbit coupling on the electronic structure and found neither substantial modification of the band structure, although the degeneracy of states around the midpoint of the Brillouin zone is lifted (Supplementary).
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The one-dimensional nature of the MTB, combined with a dispersive band crossing the Fermi level at around 1/3 of the Brillouin zone, suggests the possibility of a CDW. We explored the CDW by tripling the size of our system, using a larger supercell with three unit cells along the MTB, which is close to the experimentally measured periodicity. We did not observe the spontaneous formation of a CDW in the calculation, which may be related to the filling of the calculated band being close to, but less than 1/3 (Supplementary). We do not believe that electronelectron interactions produce the CDW ordering observed here, because of the significant dispersion of the metallic band and the screening from the nearby material and substrate. An alternative mechanism for CDW formation involves a Peierls instability 25 , where the lattice is periodically distorted to reduce the total energy of the system by opening a gap at the Fermi level and leading to charge density modulation with a periodicity that reflects the lattice distortion. We therefore introduced lattice distortions to explore the effects of symmetry breaking on the electronic structure. Since any distortions examined theoretically have to be necessarily commensurate with the simulation cell we introduced distortions with a periodicity of three times the lattice constant along the MTB, consistent with the experimentally measured periodicity. Since the Fermi wavevector is slightly below the edge of the folded Brillouin zone, the gap opens not at the Fermi energy, but slightly above (0.175 eV in this case).
After aligning the bandgaps, we get excellent agreement between the calculated DOS and the experimental dI/dV spectrum, including features as far away as 0.5
eV from E F (Fig. 4c) . The spatial extent of the calculated LDOS also matches the experimental data as seen in Fig. 4d . 
Methods:
The experiments were carried out on high-quality single layers of . STM/STS data was analyzed and rendered using WSxM software 43 .
We performed DFT calculations using the PBE functional 42 , with the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) 44 and projector augmented-wave pseudopotentials. We imposed periodic boundary conditions along the MTB direction, and added 10 Å of vacuum on each side of the structure along the other two directions. The size of the simulation box was 3.33 Å along MTB direction, equivalent to the PBE lattice constant for one-layer MoSe 2 . The atomic positions were optimized until the Hellmann-Feynman force on each atom was less than 0.04 eV/Å. A 1×18×1 k-mesh was used in the relaxation of the unit cell structure, with 18 k-points sampled along the MTB direction. All electronic structure calculations were performed using optimized geometries and were converged with respect to the length of the structure perpendicular to the MTB direction. The CDW electronic structure was calculated using a 1×18×1 k-mesh for the unit cell, and a 1×6×1 kmesh for the supercell containing three unit cells. Spin-unpolarized calculations were performed; it has been shown that this particular type of MTB structure 38 are not spin polarized. Spin-orbit interactions do not qualitatively change the band structure. The band structure was calculated using 51 k-points sampled along the MTB direction.
graphene-MoSe 2 coincidence gives a quasi-commensurate 9.87Å x 9.87 Å moiré pattern (Fig. S1a) . However, the atomic registry of the MoSe 2 lattice frequently shows a rotational angle with respect to the graphene lattice and additional moiré pattern periodicities arise (Fig. S1b) . As seen in Fig. S1 , the modulation of the intensity along the mirror twin boundary (MTB) remains constant (~1 nm) independent of the moiré periodicity. Therefore, we can exclude the superlattice potential induced by the moiré pattern as the origin of the modulation in the intensity along the MTB The atomic positions were optimized until the force on each atom was less than 0.04 eV/Å. All electronic structure calculations were performed using the relaxed structure. We have checked convergence with respect to the length of the structure perpendicular to the MTB direction. There is no difference in the electronic band structure between the computed for the given unit cell structure (see Fig. S2a ) and for one whose "bulk" region (defined as the grey box region in Fig. S2a ) is four times as wide as the current structure. In the region labeled "bulk" the electronic structure is not perturbed significantly either by the MTB or by the edge of the unit cell structure. The geometry relaxation and electronic structure were calculated using a 1×18×1 k-mesh, with 18 k-points sampled along the MTB. The results
shown are from spin-unpolarized calculations, because spin-polarized calculations do not make a significant difference for this particular MTB structure 3 . The band structure calculation was performed non self-consistently with 51 k-points sampled along the MTB direction.
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Electronic band structure of doubled and tripled unit cell along the MTB systems: effect of Peierls distortion
As seen in the previous section there is a band crossing the Fermi level at around 1/3 of the Brillouin zone that suggests the possibility of a charge density wave instability. We therefore studied the effect of a Peierls distortion on the electronic structure of the MTB by a) doubling or tripling the unit cell along the MTB, and b) introducing small distortions with the periodicity of such supercells. Calculations were performed for a number of different types of distortions with the periodicity of the supercells. The red arrows show one case.
The electronic structure calculations were performed using a 1×9×1 k-mesh for the distorted two-unit-cell system, and a 1×6×1 k-mesh for the distorted three-unitcell system. The band structure calculations were performed afterwards with 51 kpoints sampled along the MTB direction. A gap opens at the edge of the Brillouin zone near the Fermi energy (orange line). Grey dots are states in the "bulk".
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The supercell distortions do not introduce significant long wavelength modulations for arbitrary states, as shown by the local density of states (LDOS) map (Fig. S4b) , calculated for a state away from the gap (red circle in Fig. S4a ). For comparison we reproduce the LDOS map from the main text (Fig. S4c) for a state at the edge of the gap (green circle in Fig. S4a ). 
